Epitaxial growth of rhombohedral boron nitride (r-BN) on different polytypes of silicon carbide (SiC) is demonstrated using thermally activated hot-wall chemical vapour deposition and triethyl boron and ammonia as precursors. With respect to the crystalline quality of the r-BN films, we investigate the influence of the deposition temperature, the precursor ratio (N/B) and the addition of a minute amount of silicon to the gas mixture. From X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy, we find that the optimal growth temperature for epitaxial r-BN on the Si-face of the SiC substrates is 1500°C at a N/B ratio of 642 and silicon needs to be present not only in the gas mixture during deposition but also on the substrate surface. Such conditions result in the growth of films with a c-axis identical to that of the bulk material and a thickness of 200 nm, which is promising for the development of BN films for electronic applications.
Introduction
The difficulties associated with the epitaxial growth of the sp 2 hybridized polymorphs of boron nitride (sp 2 -BN) make them the least investigated thin film materials in the group 13-nitride family. This fact hampers the development of BN based electronic devices but simultaneously poses a major challenge for the thin film research community. Consequently, there are numerous reports on studies to deposit sp 2 -BN thin films using thermally activated chemical vapour deposition (CVD), 1 highly energetic CVD, i.e. various types of plasma assisted CVD, 2 and physical vapour deposition (PVD) methods such as pulsed laser deposition (PLD) 3 and sputtering. 4 For CVD, the deposition of sp 2 -BN films has been reported on substrates conventionally used in the semiconductor industry e.g. (0001) α-Al 2 O 3 , Si, and SiC. [5] [6] [7] However, sp 2 -BN films grown on these substrates typically show an increased distance between the sp 2 -BN basal planes (~3.4 Å) compared to the sp 2 -BN bulk value (3.33 Å). 8 This increase of the distance between the basal planes is observed by X-Ray diffraction (XRD) measurements and is associated with the formation of the less ordered form of sp 2 -BN, turbostratic BN (t-BN). 9 Such change of the interplanar distance in sp 2 -BN will compromise the properties of the material and therefore must be minimised and preferably avoided in films with high crystalline quality. The growth of sp 2 -BN films with an interplanar spacing similar to that of the bulk material has been demonstrated on single-crystal transition metal substrates of Ni, Cu, Pt, and Ru but only with limited thicknesses ranging from a few up to around 10 monolayers. [10] [11] [12] [13] Previously, we showed that epitaxial r-BN with high crystalline quality seen from an interplanar spacing between the BN basal planes of 3.33 Å can be deposited on α-Al 2 O 3 using an AlN buffer layer.
14 This is a promising result but for electronic applications of sp 2 -BN, epitaxial growth on semiconducting substrates without the use of a buffer layer will be necessary. The electronic properties and the favorable price of silicon make it the natural choice but it is limited by its low melting point of 1414°C. This material will be incompatible with the typical deposition processes of r-BN requiring temperatures in the range of 1500°C. 15 Thus, we turn our attention to silicon carbide (SiC), recognized for the high temperature stability of this material as well as the fact that high quality epitaxial films of other group 13-nitrides, like GaN with an AlN buffer layer and AlN, are commonly grown on 4H-SiC due to lower lattice mismatches compared to growth on α-Al 2 O 3 . 16, 17 Deposition studies of sp 2 -BN on SiC substrates have been reported in the literature, which typically show the c-axis lattice parameter to be larger than for the bulk material and deposition of the polycrystalline material. For instance, from Raman and infrared spectroscopy, Younes et al. 18 deduced the formation of sp 2 -BN on 4H-and 6H-SiC substrates, but XRD showed an increased spacing between the basal planes compared to the bulk material for these CVD grown films and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) revealed deposition of polycrystalline films. Furthermore, Kobayashi et al. 19, 20 reported on the formation of sp 2 -BN films with an increased or the (0112) planes of r-BN. Thus, observation of these planes will enable the determination of the crystal structure.
In our previous work we used XRD pole figure measurements to assess epitaxial growth conditions for r-BN on the α-Al 2 O 3 substrate with an AlN buffer layer. 14, 15 In this work, we present CVD of sp 2 -BN thin films on 4H-, 6H-and 3C-SiC substrates and report the influence of the growth parameters on the crystalline quality of sp 2 -BN. The crystalline structure determination for the deposited films is described in detail.
Experimental details
A thermally activated horizontal hot wall CVD reactor was used for the deposition of sp 2 -BN films. On axis (0001) 6H-SiC (Si-face 6H-SiC), (0001) 4H-SiC (Si-face 4H-SiC), (0001) 4H-SiC (C-face 4H-SiC) or (111) 3C-SiC grown on (0001) 4H-SiC 23 was used as the substrate. Prior to the growth, the substrates were cleaned by using the RCA cleaning procedure that consists of organic contamination removal by water solution of ammonia and hydrogen peroxide with following inorganic contamination removal by water solution of hydrochloric acid and hydrogen peroxide. 24 As boron and nitrogen precursors, triethyl boron (B(C 2 H 5 ) 3 , TEB) and ammonia (NH 3 ) were employed, respectively. TEB was stored in a stainless steel bubbler which was immersed into a water-glycol bath that was held at a constant temperature of 0°C giving a TEB vapour pressure of 19.6 mbar. The total pressure in the bubbler was set to 600 mbar by employing an electronic pressure controller (EPC) on the outlet of the bubbler. To avoid parasitic reactions in the gas phase between TEB and NH 3 , a quartz gas liner was utilized for a separate delivery of TEB into the growth zone. Mixing of the precursors was allowed only 5 cm prior to the growth zone. Palladium membrane purified hydrogen gas was used as the carrier gas. 15 Silane (SiH 4 ) diluted to 2000 ppm in H 2 was added to process the gas mixture following previous observations on the deposition of high-quality r-BN films. 25 For growth on SiC, a small flow of SiH 4 was introduced at 950°C while ramping up the temperature as the gas assists in preserving the Si-terminated surface as well as reduces the roughness of the SiC substrate surface. 26 In order to investigate the influence of SiH 4 presence in the reactor during heat-up some growth experiments were performed with SiH 4 introduced only during the growth of sp 2 -BN.
The deposition pressure was set to 70 mbar while other growth parameters were varied: the deposition temperature between 1400°C and 1600°C and the nitrogen-to-boron ratio from 550 to 750 as adjusted by the NH 3 flow while keeping the TEB flow constant.
For some experiments an AlN buffer layer was grown in situ prior the sp 2 -BN deposition on the SiC substrate to study the influence on the BN growth. As an Al source, trimethyl aluminium (Al(CH 3 ) 3 ) was used; this was stored in a stainless steel bubbler held at the constant temperature of 20°C corresponding to a vapour pressure of 11.55 mbar. The total pressure in this bubbler was set to 700 mbar by the electronic pressure controller (EPC) installed on the outlet of the bubbler. As a nitrogen precursor, ammonia was employed. AlN deposition parameters were: T = 1300°C, p = 70 mbar, NH 3 /TMA = 5000, TMA/H 2 = 1.9 × 10 −5
, and t = 30 s. While this temperature for AlN growth is higher than typically reported in the literature, deposition of AlN on the (0001) 4H-SiC substrate at the above mentioned conditions was successfully tested before the BN deposition experiments. A short growth time for this AlN buffer layer is chosen due to the observation that 300 s deposition at these growth conditions renders an AlN XRD peak with a comparable intensity to the substrate peak, suggesting a thick and relaxed buffer layer while in our previous work we reported the need for a thin and strained AlN buffer layer. 15 The crystal quality of the deposited sp 2 -BN films was evaluated using the XRD measurements in Bragg-Brentano geometry. For sp 2 -BN films with high crystalline quality the (0002) h-BN/(0003) r-BN peak at 2θ = 26.72°should be with a small full width at half maximum (FWHM) and exhibit a high intensity. 8 A further support for high crystalline quality is that the peak at 2θ = 26.72°is accompanied by a second order (0004)h-BN/(0006)r-BN peak at 2θ = 55.07°. In the present work, the XRD analysis is limited to qualitative analysis -the higher the intensity and smaller the FWHM of the peak, the better the crystal quality of the deposited film and vice versa.
In the section results and discussion, the X-ray diffractograms recorded in Bragg-Brentano geometry only show 2θ regions 20°−30°and 53°−60°as they display peaks from sp 2 -BN, while the part containing the signal from the substrate and the sample holder has been removed for clarity.
For the determination of the crystalline structure of the deposited sp 2 -BN thin films, the investigation of the X-ray diffraction from asymmetric planes was conducted. For this purpose measurements of the interplanar spacing (2θ scan; variation of an incidence angle θ keeping it equal to a detection angle θ), inclination of the corresponding planes (χ scan; rotation around an intersection line of the sample surface plane with the X-ray incidence plane) and rotational order of the planes (ϕ scan; rotation around the surface normal) were conducted. This procedure allows the investigation of a crystalline structure and the in-plane ordering of c-axis oriented samples where the c-axis is normal to the sample surface. X-ray diffraction measurements in Bragg-Brentano geometry were conducted by employing a powder diffractometer PANalytical X'Pert PRO equipped with a copper cathode X-ray tube, using Cu K α1,2 lines and filtering the Cu K β line by using a Ni filter. Study of the crystalline structure and texture was done using a PANalytical EMPYREAN MRD also possessing a copper cathode X-ray tube and employing a 5-axis (x-y-z-χ-ϕ) sample stage. Measurements of the asymmetric peaks were performed by using capillary optics (X-ray lens) with a 2 × 2 mm mask on the X-ray source side and a parallel plate collimator with a Ni filter on the detector side. Since the X-Ray lens is not a monochromatic optics, the use of a Ni filter is necessary to suppress the Cu K β line. The use of monochromatic optics was not possible due to the low intensity reflections from the asymmetric planes of r-BN/h-BN, which are a consequence of the low scattering factor of the light elements B and N, and the low intensity of the incident beam.
To further reveal the epitaxial growth of sp 2 -BN on the SiC substrates, TEM was utilised. Specimens for cross-sectional TEM were made by mounting and gluing 1.8 × 0.5 × 0.5 mm 3 pieces of the substrate into a Ti 27 grid followed by mechanical thinning, polishing and dimpling to a thickness of~20 μm in the middle. The samples were thinned to electron transparency by ion beam milling with 10 keV Ar+ ions at 4°angle of incidence with respect to the surface. In the final period of the milling process, the ion energy was decreased gradually to 3 kV to minimize surface amorphization. The high resolution investigation of the specimens was performed using a JEOL 3010 transmission electron microscope (300 kV; 1.7 Å point resolution). For the evaluation of the growth rate of sp 2 -BN, the samples were cleaved and the cross section was studied using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) Leo 1550 with a fieldemission gun at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV.
Results and discussion
3.1. Deposition of sp 2 -BN Fig. 1 shows XRD diffractograms obtained from the samples grown under the same growth conditions but using different SiC substrates -(111) 3C-SiC, (0001) 6H-SiC, and (0001) 4H-SiC. Considering the peaks of r-BN/h-BN at 26.72°and 55.07°in the 2θ scan, it can be seen that c-axis oriented sp 2 -BN films are successfully deposited and that the quality of the resulting layers is similar for all SiC substrates. Some asymmetry of the peak at 26.72°can be observed in all diffractograms shown in Fig. 1 . This asymmetry could be explained as a consequence of the formation of small amounts of t-BN in the deposited layers. Such observation was also made in our previous work on deposition of r-BN on α-Al 2 O 3 where it was suggested to originate from the distortion of the crystal lattice near the interface.
14 Here the same explanation should be valid however, the effect of such distortion is expected to be lower due to the lower lattice mismatch between SiC and sp 2 -BN compared to that of the thin strained AlN buffer layer formed on α-Al 2 O 3 .
In another experiment an AlN buffer layer was deposited on (0001) 4H-SiC before the deposition of sp 2 -BN. Here, only a low intensity broad band was observed at lower diffraction angles in XRD (not shown here) suggesting the formation of t-BN. We have previously shown that the AlN buffer layer on (0001) α-Al 2 O 3 must be of poor crystalline quality and/or highly strained to allow deposition of high quality r-BN on its surface. 15 The AlN buffer layer grown on SiC prior the BN deposition is expected to be of high crystalline quality that will not support the growth of high quality sp 2 -BN and the results presented in Fig. 1 show that high quality c-axis oriented sp 2 -BN can be grown directly on SiC without a buffer layer. Thus, using SiC as a substrate, direct growth of sp 2 -BN is possible which simplifies the growth process. This growth behaviour is similar to that of AlN which can be deposited directly on SiC substrates but opposite to that of GaN which needs an AlN buffer layer when grown on SiC. 16 The broad shape of the 0003 r-BN peaks in Fig. 1 is due to plotting the y-axis with the logarithmic scale together with a superposition of two peaks, as discussed above. Since 0003 peaks of r-BN exhibit a Gaussian shape it is possible to apply Scherrer's equation with the shape factor of 0.9 and FWHM of typically 0.2°. From this, the size of coherently scattering regions is estimated to be around 40 nm. Similar FWHM for the 0003 peak of r-BN is observed for all samples in this study.
TEM was employed to obtain information on the microstructure of the sp 2 -BN films deposited on the 6H-SiC substrate. Fig. 2a and b show the TEM images of a sample close to the interface and in the bulk of the film, respectively. These images reveal a c-axis orientation of the deposited sp 2 -BN film that is in accord with the XRD measurements in Bragg-Brentano geometry. Some distortions of the crystalline structure of sp 2 -BN are observed near to the interface with 6H-SiC (Fig. 2a) while the crystal looks nearly perfect in the bulk of the film (Fig. 2b) . Distortion of the crystalline structure near to the interface and some amount of the disordered sp 2 -BN on the top of the film (not shown here) are most likely the origins of the asymmetry of the r-BN/h-BN peak at 26.72°observed by XRD where superposition of two peaks is expected. Observation of this distorted region near to the interface is in line with our previous work, where the sp 2 -BN distorted region was observed near to the interface with an AlN buffer layer on the α-Al 2 O 3 substrate. 14 In our previous work we have shown that the sp 2 -BN asymmetric peak at 26.72°is formed by the superposition of two peaks, where the low intensity broad peak revealed at 26.3°is associated to the distortion of the crystal lattice i.e. formation of t-BN. 15 Employing SEM, the growth rate of sp 2 -BN was evaluated to be in the range from 1.2 nm to 4.2 nm per minute for the B/H 2 ratio of 0.014%. The uncertainty is associated to the non-uniform growth profile due to the non-rotating substrate and the fact that TEB is introduced via a liner which is not centred to the inlet of the deposition cell. The growth rate is found to be similar for all of the substrates used in this study ((111) 3C-SiC, (0001) 4H-SiC, (0001) 6H-SiC, (0001)). The average growth rate of~4 nm min −1 on SiC substrates is also similar to that determined for the case of the α-Al 2 O 3 substrate -3.7 nm min −1 where the concentration of boron in the carrier gas is slightly lower -0.01%. 15 Similarity of the growth rate suggests the same growth mechanism on both SiC and α-Al 2 O 3 substrates.
Influence of growth parameters
XRD diffractograms of layers grown on 6H-SiC at different temperatures and different N/B-ratios are shown in Fig. 3a and b, respectively. From these figures, by observing the r-BN/h-BN peaks at 26.72°and 55.07°in the 2θ scan, the optimal growth conditions on 6H-SiC are at 1500°C and with N/B of 642. These are the same parameters previously found to be optimal for the growth on α-Al 2 O 3 with an AlN buffer layer, 15 indicating that the suggested chemical mechanism of the deposition is not affected by the change of substrate. The observation that the presence of a minute amount of Si in the gas phase during growth increases the crystalline quality of the sp 2 -BN films is in line with the experiments conducted on α-Al 2 O 3 with an AlN buffer layer. 25 Moreover the difference here is the possibility to deposit the crystalline material without intentional addition of Si into the gas phase when the (0001) SiC substrate is employed while in case of the α-Al 2 O 3 substrate Si must be present in the gas phase for crystalline sp 2 -BN to form. 25 However, growth of high quality sp 2 -BN was not possible on (0001) 4H-SiC even with addition of SiH 4 to the gas phase and formation of t-BN can be suggested by the observation of a low intensity broad feature at angles lower than 26.72°in the XRD scan. These observations could be explained by a surface effect of Si atoms during the nucleation and the growth of sp 2 -BN and thus a need for Si to be present on the surface of the substrate.
Crystal structure of the films
As mentioned in the introduction and reported recently, 28 it is possible to determine the crystal structure of sp 2 -BN from the intensity ratio of the diffraction peaks that correspond to first and second order diffraction from the sp 2 -BN basal planes. However, the observation of the asymmetric planes of r-BN and h-BN in XRD is a more reliable method to determine the crystalline structure of the deposited layers. Asymmetric planes of r-BN were detected and showed a twinned structure in the similar way as it was found in the case of the AlN/α-Al 2 O 3 substrate in our previous works. 14, 15 X-ray diffraction investigation of the (1011) planes of r-BN in χ (Fig. 5a) , ϕ (Fig. 5b) and 2θ (Fig. 5c ) was conducted to reveal the crystalline structure of the obtained films. Fig. 5a shows the inclination of (1011) with respect to the (0001) plane which is close to the calculated angle position of 77.76°( the red dashed line in Fig. 5a ). Fig. 5b shows the ϕ scan of (1011) planes and visualises the multiplicity of the selected plane family; six peaks are visible that are 60°separated from each other but according to the structure factor of the r-BN crystal, only 3 peaks should be present due to the 3-fold symmetry of (1011) planes. This observation leads to the conclusion that the twinned crystal with a 60°rotation between twins is deposited on the 6H-SiC substrate. From these measurements together with the θ-2θ scan it is possible to evaluate both c-and a-axis parameters that are 9.99 ± 0.02 Å and 2.50 ± 0.01 Å, respectively. These values of the lattice constants are close to the r-BN bulk values which are 10.000 Å and 2.504 Å according to the powder diffraction file 045-1171 for the c-and a-axes, respectively. 8 Also, by performing the ϕ-scan of the (1011) planes of 6H-SiC and taking into account the θ-2θ scan, it is possible to determine the epitaxial relation between the film and substrate. In the case of r-BN on 6H-SiC this is -(0001) r-BN ∥ (0001) 6H-SiC and [1010] r-BN ∥ [1010] 6H-SiC, meaning that r-BN reproduces the orientation of the 6H-SiC crystal. In addition, it was not possible to observe any asymmetric peaks from h-BN in the film either due to the overlap with the tails of the intense 6H-SiC peaks in the 2θ scan which have the same inclination angle of the planes or because there is no (or low amount; transparent for XRD) h-BN inclusions in the deposited films. Planes of h-BN that could help to determine the presence of h-BN in the deposited layers were chosen to be (1011) and (1012) that have 2θ angles of 43.87°and 50.15°with plane inclinations with respect to the (0001) planes of 70°and 56°, respectively. These planes are chosen due to the highest relative intensity (I (0002)h-BN /I (1011)h-BN = 6%; I (0002)h-BN /I (1012)h-BN = 9%) compared to other asymmetric planes and because at the corresponding 2θ angles there are no peaks related to r-BN according to powder diffraction files. 8 Unfortunately, these peaks overlap with tails of high intensity reflections from (1022) and (1014) of 6H-SiC in the 2θ scan which have the same plane inclination as those chosen to reveal the presence of h-BN but have lower 2θ angles. Overlap occurs due to the use of X-ray lens that is collimating optics and not monochromatic optics. Such choice is done to achieve a higher intensity of the incidence beam since it was not possible to detect even r-BN when monochromatic optics was employed. Thus, since 0001 peaks of r-BN and h-BN overlap due to the similar spacing between the basal planes and that no asymmetric planes from h-BN were detected we conclude that there is either no formation of h-BN in our films or the amount of h-BN is insufficient to be detected by XRD. TEM investigations of the stacking sequence of the sp 2 -BN layers have not revealed formation of the h-BN and showed indications of rhombohedral stacking (not shown here).
The same investigation was also conducted for the films deposited on the (0001) 4H-SiC substrate. Both 0003/0002 and 0006/0004 peaks of r-BN/h-BN were confined in both 2θ and ω scans, indicating a c-axis orientation. XRD investigation conducted to reveal the presence of (1011) r-BN planes showed, in a similar manner as in case of the 6H-SiC substrate, 6 peaks at 77.8°in the χ scan with the 2θ angle set to 42.71°, while there were no traces of h-BN observed in XRD measurements. This suggests that in the same way as on (0001) 6H-SiC, a twinned r-BN crystal is epitaxially grown on (0001) 4H-SiC. The epitaxial relation in the case of the (0001) 4H-SiC substrate is the same as that for (0001) 
Conclusions
Epitaxial growth of the twinned rhombohedral boron nitride crystal is achieved on (111) 3C-, (0001) 4H-and (0001) 6H-SiC on-axis substrates without the use and need of any buffer layer. Twinned crystals of r-BN are found to be 60°rotated with respect to each other. The growth parameters that favour epitaxial growth of r-BN are: T = 1500°C, N/B = 642 and B/H 2 = 0.014% at the pressure of 70 mbar. Silicon is found to be necessary in the gas mixture for high quality r-BN to be deposited on SiC substrates. Moreover (0001) (Si-face) SiC should be used since deposition of t-BN is observed on (0001) (C-face) 4H-SiC. Slight asymmetry of the 0003 peak of r-BN in XRD is explained by the distortion of the crystal structure at the interface and on the top surface of the grown film as observed in TEM. The growth rate of r-BN on SiC substrates is found to be around 4 nm min −1 . All of the deposition parameters and results suggest that the growth chemistry and mechanism are the same as in for the case of using α-Al 2 O 3 with an AlN buffer layer, while the use of SiC as the substrate eliminates the need for any buffer layer leading to a more simple deposition process.
